FBI
b6

Question Two:
investigation?

b7c

Was{BLANK}warranted at this point in the
:

Question Four:
executed?

Question Five:

Was it appropriate for FBI-AQ to focus exclusively on the

Was the{BLANK}well planned and well
Was t

a success?

h e {BLANK}
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determined and aggressiveefforts to pursue the investigative strategy laid out in the
teletype
Instead, FBI-AQ essentiallyignored the teletypeexcept for one item,
that FBI-AQ was already committed to execute.

{BLANK}

{BLANK}

From December 1997 to August 1998, FBI-AQ proceeded to focus virtually
FBI-AQ's decision to undertake
all of its energy and effort on
wasreasonable.Its an ling of the matter thereafter however,
t h e far from reasonable.
was First, FBI-AQ should not have focused on
was
o the exclusion of the remainder of the FBI-HQ's December 19,1997 teletype.
instead of what it
Second, FBI-AQshould have actuallyplannedthe
did do, i.e., plan a basic “scenario” or "premise,
and then
leave almost everything else to chance.

{BLANK}

on{BLANK}

the{BLANK}

{BLANK}[773]

The failure to consider-themost obvious contingencies associatedwith this
must be characterized as reckless. Until the events of 1999, the
represented the single most substantial initiative by FBI-AQin the
life of the Wen Ho Lee investigation, and it was essentially unscripted. The execution of

{BLANK}

was also,fundamentally flawed, although this was largely the
product o its poor planning, rather than

{BLANK}
{BLANK}

principally as a consequence of a
9/12/99) Inan
FBI fortuitous event, can be described as a "partial success.”
b6 investigationthatexperiencedanembarrasment ofriches, a”partialsuccess”was
b7c about as good as it was going to get. And, for its purposes -to gain sufficient
justification for the submission of another FISAapplication it was enough,

Despiteall this, the

{BLANK}
-

[773]

page564

b1

who had interned for Wen Ho Lee in

[774](U)Toavoidconfusion,
SSA{BLANK}made this point not only in the teletype
notes of a December 29,1997 conversationwith SSA
butbytelephone. SeeSA

{BLANK}
”re
FBI
b6

{BLANK}

his teletype dated12/19/97: there are some leads that containwords like
suggest or consider[]. Theseleads are optional. Or some leads contain the word
[]must[]. These leads arc mandatory.)' (AQI 5500)

page565

(U) The eleven discretionary items were as follows
(U)Consider interviews of other U.S. scientists with whom the Lees had
contact during their two trips to the PRC.

(U)
Consider requestin

{BLANK}

b1

to interview individuals and

sources who might be ab e o provide useful information about the PRC
student intern.

(U) Consider an interview of{BLANK}the PRC student intern.
(U) Consider interviews of every supervisor that Wen Ho Lee and Sylvia
Lee had at LANL, especially during the
period of suspected

{BLANK}

compromise.

(U) Consider interviews of co-workers of the Lees.
(U) Consider interviews of "selected and likely" individuals identified
through the mail cover and telephone toll records.

(U) Consider an interview of an individual who previously reported
observing a strange satellite dish set up at the Lees' residence.

(U) Consider both a trash cover of the Lees' residence and a trash cover of
Wen Ho Lee's office.

(U) Consider discreetphysicalsurveillance of the Lees.

(U)Consider interviewing any individuals who previously provided
derogatoryinformation aboutthesubjects.
Consider

{BLANK}

(AQI 4819)

page566

FBI
b6

b7c

had not opened the PI's and did not "dinghim for it.” (Id.)As to
met him in San Fancisco in February 1998 at the{BLANK}planning session "andhe
SAC Weber toldthe AGRT that he has norecollectionOfthe teletype.
has a note, dated December22, 1997, which states
(Weber10/28/99) However,

{BLANK}

thatSSA
teletype.

SA{BLANK}thatSSA{BLANK}talkedtoSACWeberaboutthe

hastoldhim

page567

b1

FBI
b6
b7c

DOE

{BLANK}werenobetter.

The FBI’s own efforts to find

SA{BLANK}knewthat{BLANK}was{BLANK}

SA{BLANK}hadbe nlo kingfor{BLANK}

offand on,andwithnoparticularzeal,sinceApril1997,
to consider interviewing her. A 5377; seealsoAQI5342 ByMay1997,
and, yet, he still relied upon LANL’s CCIO

page568

FBI
b6

b7c

[780]{BLANK}was interviewed on March 24,1999 and March 26,1999. (FBI
-1971)

b1

{BLANK}

[781] FBI-AQ did acquire information about
(AQI 1268,1225), and did seck additional information
April30,1997. (AQI 1264,4542) The

page569

FBI
b6

b7c

intended to gather specific informationwhich might be particularly germane to the
allegation upon which the entire investigationwas predicated.
attempted to
justify FBI-AQ's non-compliance with this request by asserting that
o owing
discussions with LANL Counterintelligence Officers and Supervisors who arc assisting
in this matter, it was determined that foilowing through with this recommendationwould
alert individuals to the interest in subject and potentially damage all the discretion which
has been utilized to date." (AQI 1992)

SA{BLANK}

SA{BLANK}was
attempting reconstruct events in which
explanation is quite troubling. As painfully

(U)We recognize that s

to

she was not personally involved but

page570

FBI
b6

b7c

werepursued. {BLANK}did

{BLANK} b1

cite the incidental surveillanceassociated with the
ut that was hardly what FBI-HQ had in mind. As to the suggestion
residential trash cover, SA{BLANK}said that "Albuquerque Division has determinedthat a
residential trash cover is not a practical option." (AQI 1992) The AGRT, however, has
not seen any documentation that the feasibility of such a trash cover was ever seriously
said in her November 19, 1998 EC
evaluated. As to an office trash cover, SA
SA

{BLANK}

page571

The December 1997 teletypewas by no means perfect. It did not touch on

many of the issues that ought to have been investigated, as further described in this report
But it represented a genuine plan to advance the investigation. That it was essentially
ignored by FBI-AQ is unfortunate. FBI-AQ blamed this on its planning of the
Given the nature of that planning, as described below, that is a
particularly dubious excuse.

{BLANK}

{BLANK}

b1

C.(U) Wen Ho Lee's March 1998 trip to Taiwan

FBI
(U) SA{BLANK}claim that FBI-AQdid not interview former supervisors out of
b6, fear of alerting Wen o Lee is particularly ironicin light of what happened in March
1998 as a direct consequence of the FBI being so restrictive in whom it made aware of
the investigation that it essentially blind-folded itself.

-

(U) On March 15,1998, Wen Ho Lee the principal subject of a lengthy FBI
espionage investigation - left the country without either DOE counterintelligence
personnel or FBI counterintelligencepersonnel even knowing about it. RemarkabIy, Wen
Ho Lee, as required, sought and obtained DOE pre-approval for the trip and,yet, this still
did not cause notice to be made to counterintelligencepersonnel. (FBI 1275, AQI 5488,
5492,1664)

(U) This was, in the first instance, a communications failurebetween LANLX
Divisionpersonneland LANL counterintelligence personnel. But it was one caused by
the ground rules which the FBI had itselfset. See Chapter 18. It did lead to some
recriminations within DOE.[786] Ultimately, however, it was theFBI that was responsible

b6

FBI
DOE

signed by

SSA{BLANK}until December 19th. (FBI 1161)

[785] SeeSA{BLANK} EC:”DuetoAlbuquerque

subsequent approval by FBIHQ for
b6,b7c
suggestions were held in abeyance....”

Division's pursuit and
several
of
FBIHQ’s

“Amsomewhat surprised
and for that matter embarrassed that this office, OCI and local
FBI were not informed of travel prior to its execution. As this case is a priority concern,

page572

b1

for this incredible failure to create a mechanismthat guaranteed that the subject of a
critical espionageinvestigationcould not fly off to a foreign country without the FBI even
being notified

(U)

It is impossible at this point to say what the true consequenceswere of this
failure. We can, however, state the following: First, on March 2, 1998 - the same day
he notified LANL of his intention to travel to Taiwan - Wen Ho Lee contacted the LANL
computer help desk to ascertain how he could access the LANL system from overseas.
(FBI 1986) Second, while in Taiwan, Wen Ho Lee logged into LANL's open computer
system and accessed certain files that he had placed there. (Detention Hearing 12/27/99
at Tr. 121-123)

(U) The FBI, in its zeal to avoid any conceivable alerting conduct, held this
investigation so close to its vest that not only couldinformation not get out, it couldn't get

in.

D.

b1

The{BLANK}
L (U) Abrief chronology

T h e first reference to running

a

assumedyouhad established close and continued contactwith SUBJECT's supervisor

toTaiwanobivously couldhavesignificance inthiscase.”(DOE55)LANL
wrotebackthatLANL’s
office didnotreceive

b6,
DOEb7c

FBI

{BLANK}tripuntilWenHoLeehadalreadyleftthecountry. {BLANK}saidthatthe

b6,b7c

noticeof the
reason they weren't notifiedwas that the investigation was so closely held. “[P]erhaps
our joint decision on who to involve inthis case was too restrictive.” (DOE
2389)

[787](U) The other two options were “Revisit FISA”and{BLANK}

(FBI 6425)

page573

FBI
b6

b7c

clearly belong to SC Dillard, who insisted that it be included
1997 teletype.[789]{BLANK}
7/28/99) FBI-AQ knew as
early as October 1997that
was on its way. On October 15, 1997,
SSA{BLANK}told SA{BLANK}that
to the teletype. (AQI
5524)
reaction

{BLANK}was

to the possibility of the
not
talkedabout it and they saw no “logical opening"

page574

b1

FBI
b6

b7c

SSA{BLANK}told SAC Weber that it was "an opportune time to make an
described it as an “ideal opportunity"for
approach to the subject.” (AQI 5513) SA
(AQI 5510) Even SSA
who would later characterize
as a "dumb idea”[791] {BLANK}7/28/99), told SA
on December 12,
1997 that he viewed it as a "good idea at this time." (AQI 5514)

the{BLANK}

{BLANK}

{BLANK}

{BLANK} b1

By December 16, 1997, SSA
and, as described in
(AQI 5508; FBI 12002)

{BLANK}

Chatper4,

drafted an EC to FBI-HQseeking approval to run the
and by many of the
presents an opportunity

That

prediction would only turn out to be eight months off the mark.
began immediately. First, SSA{BLANK}toldFBI-AQthatit could not approve the

the{BLANK}

[791]SSA{BLANK}was
not the only one who wouldlater characterize the
{BLANK}
as "dumb."
s Ed Curranwould also caII it "dumb" and describeit as”pie

the

c sky” and "doomed to failure.” (Curran8/31/99) It did not help any that FBI-AQ
froze out the two counterintelligence officers -one who was himselfa current FBI agent
and the other who was a retired FBI agent that Curransent out to Santa Fe tomonitor
the operation. As described below, they had an excellent suggestion, which FBI-AQ

-

ignored.

page575

b1

b1

[792] (AQI b1

5500) Second,

FBI
b6

b7c

FBI
b6

(AQI1592)

SSA{BLANK}attendedthe planning meeting, which took place in San
Francisco on February 6, 1998. He went out there thinking it would be a "wasteof time”
but, after
he was "pleasantlysurprised.
a "modestplan that he some chance of
He now viewed the
success." {BLANK}

{BLANK}

{BLANK}12/15/99)

[792](U) That couldhardlyhave come as a surpriseto FBI-AQ. After all,thiswas a

major operation in an investigation thatFBI-HQ had micro-managedfrom the beginning
b7c Just after sending out the EC to FBI-HQ seeking approval for theoperation, SSA
to put it down ”onpaper” sinceFBI-HQ ”willprobably be

askingforit.”(AQI5503)Itdid,andFBI-AQsuppliedthescenariotoNSDonSSA{BLANK}
reactionto it was positive. In anoteto
2,1998. (AQI 1581) U
he said: "Iwould say do it...weshouldbe getting onwith...planning pronto.”
1188)
[793]

(U) Sac Chapter 4, Section H(4)(f).

b1

page576

b1

(AQI 1713,4936-4940,4873-4878)

The{BLANK}
was underway.
2. (U)

Thescenario

Therewere{BLANK}the FBIcontemplated.

FBIb6,b7c proposed{BLANK}
f FBISan Francisco,

OnDecember11, 1997,SA

[795](U) As

FBI
b6,b7c

to that,

SSA{BLANK}sent a note to UC{BLANK}“So would I!” (FBI

1290)

page577

b1

(AQI1581)
was “agreedupon” attheFebruary6, 1998

conferenceinSan Franciscoand,ofcourse,waspredicated

FBI
b6

b7c

[796](U) Seealso AQI 4978-4986,SA{BLANK}notes of the San Francisco
were

conference. Listed under "GOALS"
two objectives critical to FISA: (1) "Show
they arc agents of foreign power”; and (2) that they am “currently engaged in clandestine
intelligence activity.” (AQI 4985)

page578

b1

(AQI1621)

(AQI4873-4878)
3.

What was wrong with the

plan ing

(Id.)

page579

b1
held out at
Nevertheless, a carefullydesigned and well-planned
least the potenetial for success,and perhaps more. The problem here is that
was so poorly planned as to be the equivalent or an impromptu
performance. Given what the FBI had invested in this case, and given theimportanceof
is nothing short of
the underlying allegations, the lack of planning of
astonishing. As one FBI agent, who was actually involved in e execution of
{BLANK} said: "(It was] so poorly planned it was unbelievable.”
9/7/99) Here are
just some of the problems:

{BLANK}

{BLANK}

FBIb6,b7c

of{BLANK}
{BLANK}

the{BLANK}

-

Not a single one of the scenarios which changed over time but never
evolved or matured was
(1)

-

Instead,thescenarios

FBI

b6,b7c

AND so on.

b1

was] no preparationfor

page580

b1
comprehensive review of all the permutations which might arise.
ires the most meticulous planning.[797] It is a
counterinteligenceinvestigation] and if you don’thave
every detail planned it is doomed to failure." (Curran 2/9/00) Here, it was not a question
of every detail but, rather, a question of any detail.

(2)

[798]

Inthiscase,
particularlytrueinthiscase.

[797]Thiswas

[798]

page581

b1

planned. Theywerenot.

(3)

andrequiredlengthyandcarefulplanning.

page582

b1

(4)

Nor was there any planning

(5)

FBI
b6,

b7c

[799]SSA{BLANK}whofoundherselfontheeveofthe{BLANK}

in charge ofit, see

Chapter 4, was particularly critical of this “cold approach.”

{BLANK}9/10/99)
[800]

b1

page583

b1

I b1

FBI

b6,b7c

9/7/99)
(6)

page584

b1
[801]

(7)

whatwas
observethe
[801]

EdCurransent
brief

LANLDirectorJohnBorwn, andto

FBI
b6

b7c

page585

“getinvolved”

inthe

b1

FBI-AQ planning to do?[802] Who knows. It had no plan of action for this eventuality.
Even if therewas insufficient basis
actions that the FBI might have take

(8)

[802]

page586

{BLANK}9/7/99;FBI

FBI

speculative;it is, in fact, precisely what Wen Ho Lee did.
1352)
There is no indication that FBI-AQ evenconsidered this possibiIity, or considered what it
could do to gain access IO whatever Lee might try to remove from LANL.

b6

b7c

[804]

vision."{BLANK}9/7/99)

I

b1

(U) In short, FBI-AQ had “tunnel
First, they did
virtually no planning. And then they expected "it would go exactly as planned." (Id.)

And yet. Despite everything, the

[804]

Searchwarningswereclearlyposted.

[805]

page587

b1

a.
i. J

[806]

[806]

page588

b1

ii.

[807]TheAGRThastwoversions

(e.g., complete(AQI
one

4662-4667,AQI6228-6233) and oneincomplete
AQI 4718-4719) One difference,
obviously, is thatthe completeversionis fourpages longer,amatterwhich isdiscussed
inChapter 15.

Theotherdifferenceisthattherearenumberousminorvariationsinthe

first two pages{BLANK}inbothversions.
Except where indicated, the AGRT is quoting
[808]

page589

fromthecompleteversion.

b1

room.

page590

b1

page591

b1

iii.

[810]

page592

b1

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
[812]

[812](U) Actually, Lee was questionedby DOE counterintelligencepersonnel, not

the FBI,

page593

(6)

b1

c. (U) Wen

First, it

Ho Lee's failure to report

shouldbemadeveryclearthatWenHoLeedidfailtoreport

[813]{BLANK}SA{BLANK}several

b6,b7c

also concluded that Lee’s claim of an intention to report{BLANK}
He to d
days after his interview with Lee that he "docs not
believe that WHL really intended to call [him]to report the incident." (AQI 4793)

page594

b1

[815]

and

[814]

page595

b1

(U)WenHoLee’s

meeting
with{BLANK}

d.

DOE

b6,b7c

(Id.)

(Id.)
9/14/98) DOEb6,

b7c

(U)Accordingto{BLANK}[816]thisistheuniverseofinformationthatLeereported: DOE b6,
b7c

[816](U) {BLANK}recorded his meeting with Lee in a memorandum dated August 24,DOE b6,
b7C

1998. (AQI 1883)

page596

b1

{BLANK}
About ten minutes after
office and stated that he had remembered

meetingwithLeeended,
one additional

Leecametohis DOE b6,b7c

(U)Incandor.
the meetingwith{BLANK}, WenHo Lee demonstrated{BLANK} DOE b6,
{BLANK}lackof
b7c

page597

i.

(U){BLANK}

(U) to{BLANK}

the following six matters:[817]

As

DOC

b6,b7c
b1

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

FBI

DOE

b6,
b7c

b6

b7c

page598

b1
(6)

ii. (U) Lack of candor

(U) Equally significant were the numerous items Lee failed to report despite
DOE b6,b7c

{BLANK}repeatedrequests for full and complete information:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

page599

(7)

I b2

5. (U) Conclusion

FBI
b6
b7c

was not a”homerun.” A I
described it to be.

{BLANK}
As ASAC Dick acknowledged, the
4861) But nor was it a strike-out, or the "bust"
said,a"partialsuccess."
7/23/99) Itwas,asSA

9/12/99

WenHoLeehadfailedtoreporta

lacking in candorwhen he was questioned by the
And Wen

authorities.

cation"for a FISA,
Given what the FBI was looking for, i.e., “additional
and given what else the FBI already hadon Wen Ho Lee, the
should have resulted in the submission of aFISA applicationand the issuance ofanorder.
That clearly was the view of FBI-AQ.But it was clearly not the view of
unfortunately, it would be Washington, not Albuquerque, that would control

{BLANK}
thenext.

seriesofsignificantevents.
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